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Henry Edwin Stapp, 459 Wayne Ave., Oakland, Calif. 

Filed Nov. 20, 1956, Ser. No. 623,419 

3 Claims. (Cl. 104-26) 

This invention relates to a yard switching mechanism 
between parallel tracks and facilitating the making up 
of a freight-carrying train by switching, classifying and 
segregating certain cars and regrouping the same so as 
to compose another train with cars of the same classifi 
cation grouped together in the new make-up train, 
One object of the invention is to provide a mechanism 

whereby any desired number of selected cars may be 
moved transversely from a train of cars on one track to 
another track, quickly, conveniently and Without first 
moving any of the other cars in the train. Another ob 
ject of the invention is to provide a mechanism which 
will perform the switching, classifying and segregating 
of trains of cars now performed in flat or hump yard op 
erations. This mechanism will require a much smaller 
area, less trackage, and fewer switches and frogs. It 
will eliminate the necessity of the usual hump track, the 
classification tracks and the receiving and departure 
tracks by combining all of these into one compact unit. 
Greater safety will be afforded to switchmen who now 
ride moving trains and pull coupler pins in liat yard 
switching, by eliminating these activities. Damage to 
equipment and cargo will be decreased because this 
mechanism will eliminate excessive jarring caused by 
coupling of cars at excessive speeds in fiat or hump yard 
switching. The mechanism also will effect economies in 
the construction, operation and maintenance of railroad 
switching yards. . 
For the attainment of these and other objectsv as may 

appear or be pointed out, I have shown an embodiment 
of my invention in the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

Fig. 1 shows the mechanism which consists of two 
series of short sections of disconnected railroad tracks, 
each section being separated from the next by a pit, with 
a series of transfer tables interspaced in between these 
short sections of track, each transfer table operating in 
a pit, so that the short sections of track and the inter 
spaced transfer tables form two long, through railroad 
tracks. There is a transfer table for each car of the 
train, and each car is spotted on a transfer table, and 
all cars are lined up for the first track. 

Fig. 2 is similar to Fig. l, except that all of the trans 
fer tables on which cars were spotted having as destina 
tion point A have been moved to the right so that these 
cars now are lined up for the second track. 

Fig. 3 is similar to Figs. 1 and 2, except that all of 
the transfer tables on which cars were spotted having as 
destination point B have been moved to the right so that 
these cars now are lined up for the second track. 

Fig. 4 is similar to Figs. 1, 2, and 3, except that all 
of the transfer tables on which cars were spotted hav 
ing as destination point C have been moved to the right 
so that these cars now are lined up for the second track. 

Fig. 5 is the top plan of one of the transfer tables. 
Fig. 6 is an end elevation of one of the transfer tables. 
Fig. 7 is a side elevation of one of the transfer tables. 
Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic end elevation showing the 

location of a bumper and a latch for holding the trans 
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fer table in one position. The latch is in locked position. 

Fig. 9 is a diagrammatic end elevation showing the lo 
' cation of a bumper and the latch in released position. 
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In the operation of this mechanism, a train of rail 
road cars is drawn up on the continuous railroad track 
formed by each transfer table 8 and the series of short 
sections of disconnected railroad track 1. Each trans 
fer table 8 has three parallel railroad tracks 5, 6 and 7 
on its surface. Each railroad car 14 is spotted onA the 
center track of its transfer table. 

All cars in the train which are destined for point 'A 
are uncoupled and then transferred laterally to track 
2 by operating the particular transfer tables on which 
these particular cars are spotted. Conventionally, rail 
road cars employ some types of coupling capable _of 
allowing the cars to be moved laterally after the coupl 
ing members are disengaged, and my invention _con 
templates use of such a type of coupling. The transfer 
tables are operated by remote control (not shown) by 
an operator in a control tower or other vantage point, 
that is, one from which he can see all parts. This 
operation creates a continuous track formed of the short 
series of disconnected tracks 2, track 7 of each transfer 
table which has not been moved, and track 6 of each 
_transfer table which has been moved. This is shown 
in Fig. 2. The railroad cars destined for A are then 
moved together on continuous track 2. 

Similarly, the cars destined for point> B are moved 
`as shown in Fig. 3 and those destined for point C are 
moved as shown in Fig. 4. Any number of additional 
classifications or switchings of cars can be made by the 
same method of procedure using the mechanism herein 
described. _ 

Referring to the drawings in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, the 
number 3 represents the walls of the pit 4 in which 
the transfer table is operated. The three parallel rail 
road tracks 5, 6 and 7, on the transfer table 8, are 
supported on I-beams 9 some running lengthwise and 
others at right angles to the tracks, which in turn are 
supported on the wheels 10 on which the transfer table 
moves. The i-beams are braced and held in position 
by steel channels 20. The wheels 10 run on rails 11 
which are laid along the bottom of the transfer pit 4 
on longitudinal concrete stringers 12. Two motors 13 
operate the tables transversely from one side of the 
transfer pit 4 to the other. Each railroad car 14 
is moved by the transfer table on which is Iis spotted. 
As the transfer tables are moved from one track 
to the other and back it is necessary to hold them‘in 
position for each particular switching operation. For 
this purpose four latches 15 are provided. Fig. 8 shows 
the latch 15 yin closed position holding against the 
shoulder 16 on the end of the l-beam 9. The l-beam 
9 is butted up against the bumper 18 which is provided 
with a coil spring 19 to reduce the shock of the trans 
fer table com-ing to a stop at either side of the transfer 
pit 4. Whenl the latch 15 is unlatched or in raised 
position it is held there by a magnet 17. When the 
magnet is released the latch falls over the shoulder 
16 on the end of the l-beam to lock the transfer table 
in place at that side of the pit. 

l claim as my invention and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent: 

l. In a yard switching apparatus for making up a sec 
ond train from a first train composed of freight cars 
carrying billing cards on their sides respectively desig 
nating them indiscriminately to different destinations, 
the combination of a receiving track comprising two 
permanent track ends with a gap between the same, said 
gap having a width measured longitudinally of the re 
ceiving track equal to a plurality of car lengths, a de 
livery track parallel to the receiving track, and having 
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permanent track ends alongside the first-named track 
ends and approximately parallel to the same, said last 
named permanent track-ends having a gap between the 
same equafl in width to the ñrst-named gap; a plu 
rality of laterally shiftable transfer tables alongside of 
each other so that their total Width fills the said gaps 
between the permanent track-ends; track rail sections 
`laid upon the said tables of the same gauge as the 
permanent track-ends; means for holding the transfer 
tables in a fixed position with a pair of the track rail 
sections on said transfer tables in longitudinal aline 
ment with the rails of the permanent track-ends of the 
receiving track; each of said transfer tables also having 
va second pair of track rails laid so that the same will 
aline longitudinally with the pair of track rails of the 
permanent track-ends of the delivery track when the 
first-named track rails -on the transfer tables are in 
alinement with the rails on the permanent track-ends 
of the receiving track; means for guiding said transfer 
tables in a lateral direction with respect to longitudinal 
axes of said permanent track-ends, and power develop 
ing means operatively connected with said transfer tables 
for shifting the transfer tables independently of each 
other to transfer a car on the rail sections that are 
alining with the track rails of the receiving track and 
aline the some with the corresponding permanent track 
ends of the delivery track; and means for holding'any 
transfer table fixed in its new position of alinement of 
its rail sections with the track~ends of the delivery track. 

2. A yard switching apparatus for making up a sec 
ond train from a ñrst train composed of freight cars 
carrying billing cards on their sides respectively desig 
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4 
mating them indiscriminately to different destinations, 
according to claim l, inwhich each transfer table carries 
alining pairs of supplementary rail sections spaced from 
the receiving track rail sections an amount equal to 
the distance between the permanent track-ends of the 
receiving track and the delivery track, so that after the 
said shifting movement is accomplished the supple 
mentary rail sections will aline with the rails of the said 
permanent track-ends, thereby bridging the space between 
the permanent track-ends of the receiving track. 

3. A yard switching apparatus for making up a second 
train from a first train composed of freight cars billed 
indiscriminately _to different destinations, according to 
claim 1, including permanent abutment walls to limit 
the travel of the transfer tables, and means carried by 
the walls and the transfer tables -for cushioning the 
stopping of the tables at the limits of its travel. 
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